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NEW QUESTION: 1
A technician has found bad sectors on a hard drive. Which of
the following command line tools could MOST likely remap bad
sectors to fix this hard drive issue?
A. FDISK
B. CHKDSK

C. FIXMBR
D. DISKPART
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. threads
B. DLLs
C. processes
D. kernel object handles
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You size a Remote Copy solution tor an HPE StoreServ customer.
Which best practice should be implemented concerning virtual
Volumes (VVs)?
A. All VVs belonging to the same application should be added to
the same Remote Copy group
B. All VVs should be spread evenly across ail available Remote
Copy groups
C. All VVs should be put into their own Remote Copy group
D. All VVs belonging to the same application should be added to
different Remote Copy groups.
Answer: A
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